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Name Text Score

anonymous
P1: Does this database only cover work-based VET? What about school-based VET and other 

models?
0

anonymous P1: How can I compare the five dual-track countries and where is my benefit? 12

anonymous P1: Can other countries add their own information to the platform? 0

anonymous P1: Is this platform only for EU-countries? Can a non-EU-country access it? 0

anonymous P2: Does Nestlé have a tradition in offering apprenticeships? 0

anonymous
P2: Why does Nestlé engage and invest in work-based education and training? Would you suggest 

that every company engages in VET?
0

anonymous
How can apprenticeship be developed in countries with hardly any formal industry/majority 

informal sector?
9

anonymous How is the curricula designed and what segments are compulsary for apprenticeship? 2

anonymous How to convince the parent such that they trust to send their sons to voacational school? 11

President 

Bangladesh 

Employers Fed

Why are PWDs not included in the agenda for apprenticeships as there are 1 billion PWDs 

precluding them from ever undertaking Skills development  and  no jobs
2

Maria Overeem
Workplace or cooperative learning is broader than apprenticeships. Statement: long term 

commitment of both industry and apprentice can be an impediment.True?
2

anonymous
Switzerland is different from developing Nations ,  What is your advice  to developing nations to 

embrace apprenticeship  vet system?
13

anonymous Can we consider international certification? 3

IM
How can the government anticipate certain conflicts of interest on private suggestion to the 

curriculum, because they might have different needs.
1

Adelino Why the companies in developing country are asking for international certificate? 0

anonymous
How to develop a cost-benefit analysis on apprenticeship to make a business case to companies if 

there are currently very few companies doing apprenticeship?
3

anonymous
The Donor Commitee on Dual Vocational Education and Training is addressing this topic for 

developing and Transition county contexts. Synergies or collaboration?
0

anonymous
Can we have twining arrangements with Swiss certification agency with other national agency in 

developing countries
0

anonymous
Should a dual system fit into a National Qualifications Framework which uses other modes of 

delivery?
2

anonymous What harm does it cause to have a parallel certification system for graduate apprentices? 1

anonymous What is your differentiation or synergies with the work done by the Donor Commitee for dual VET? 1

anonymous What should I tell to the industry or a company if they have doubt the apprenticeship system? 0

Anonymous
How important Is the existence of interest groups of employers, like IHK, for setting up dual 

education in a country? What to do if no comparable group exists?
2

Adelino
What you can say on apprenticeship system in developing countries where we find a few formal 

companies?
0

Khin Maung Lwin Which job titles are suitable for apprenticeship at which age? 2

anonymous
Why does nestlé engage and invest in work-based education and training? Would you suggest that 

every company engages in VET?
6

Agus Sriyono How does Nestle attract young people to work there? 4

Adelino Are you able to hire apprenticeship trainees from your competitors? 2

anonymous Which sectors of economy  is Nestlé Iniative  engaged? 0

anonymous
Do young people in the Nestle Youth initiative receive a nationally/internationally recognized 

certification?
0

anonymous How to encourage the private sector to create such initiatives ? 3

anonymous May I know  the countries Nestle Global Initiative is engaged in Africa? 1

anonymous
Is all4youth apprenticeship program  open to all European countries such as SEE countries or only 

to EC/EU?
3

Enock Kayani What are the criteria to be considered in Nestlé  Initiative? 1
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Henry Strebel
Does Nestlé offer VET appreticeships also in difficult environment (Schooling Level, Political issues, 

Marktes in Transition)? What are the challenges?
3

Daniel Onyiego
How do we ensure that we educate the young people but at the same time ensure they secure job 

opportunities through these programmes?
0

anonymous
Do apprentices in the Nestle Youth Initiative receive certificates that are recognized 

nationally/internationally?
2

anonymous
Can you share more details about challenges faced in integrating more with based learning 

opportunities across your organization ?
1

anonymous Which qualification standards are you using? 1

anonymous
How does Nestle work with other companies to support stronger participation and cooperation 

across private sector? How can cooperation be enhanced?
1

anonymous Nestle : do you have any relationship with India on this initiative ? 1

Maria Overeem
Did Nestle allocate budget to youth initiative? What is additionality, on top of what nestle would do 

anyway?
0
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Name Text Score

anonymous P1: Are there other policy learning possibilities that are supported by the EU? 0

anonymous How do the other companies engage in the Alliance for Youth? 3

anonymous P2: How do you implement this concept on global level and which challenges do you face? 0

anonymous Are you doing evaluations on the impact of these initiatives? 1

Prilika Plus
Is a well organized and efficient industry association a must for successful implementation of 

the apprenticeship schemes? Are there any alternatives? 5

anonymous
What value does the toolbox bring compared to the work of the European Trainig Foundation 

ETF?Or will ETF use it as a tool itself in its work? 3

anonymous
V: I understand the program for now is limited to train for skills in the building/construction 

industry, what is the vision for the future or long-term? 3

anonymous
How do you identify occupations for training? What are vocational profiles or equivalent under 

each system and how do you identify them? 0

anonymous Which key elements of the Toolbox are of particular interest for developing countries?
1

anonymous How does each country identify emerging or future skills?

2

anonymous How the several practices have been evaluatet as good practice?
1

SDC
Pragmatically, in various countries where there are no industry associations or they are not 

functional, we start cooperating with single enterprises 2

anonymous
The  lady speaker spoke about 'Standards' being one of the key features.  Pls elaborate.  Diff 

coys have diff requirements, how is the calibration being done? 2

SDC
Can you say more about required regulations,what they encompass,what the necessary 

systemic regulations and incentive systems are for success? 2

anonymous
How has reception /adoption of the youth initiative evolved outside of Europe (given the name 

"global" youth initiative)? 1

anonymous
According to which criteria so you select the Young Trainees? Only the best ones? Specific 

measures to include disadvantaged youth? 0

anonymous What is the real benefit for nestle with the youth program?
2

anonymous
When an apprentice move from southern Europe to central Europe, was there analysis of skills 

gaps, and if yes, with reference to whose and what standards? 0

anonymous
Are the large numbers of hires driven by expected company growth? Or expected attrition? 

While impressive, hiring must also be supported by the business need. 2

anonymous Does nestle target 50% female trainees?
3

teri What are your selection criteria for the countries you cover?
1

SDC
Do you have any experience with performance based financing of apprenticeships, where the 

public or apprentees pay parts of the cntributions/fees if employed? 1
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